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Chairman
Welcome to LIVErNEWS, Issue no. 52,
Winter 2015. I told you that Fiona was still
undergoing treatment in the last issue, the
good news is: it has recently been
completed. Joan has written a short
update on Tilly inside and thank you once
again to everyone who sent their kind
wishes for both Fiona and Tilly.
Continuing on the theme of research
funding featured in the last issue, we are
funding yet another research project to
help liver patients. This one is a little
different as it hopes to improve lifestyle
and therefore outcomes eventually (i.e.
post transplant). There is more about this
project inside but in essence, if it works, it
has great potential for liver patients.
We have also had two big events since
the last issue - the Great North Run and
our Autumn Fair. Both of these events
raise a lot of money for the group but one
in particular, is becoming very expensive
to enter. This year the organisers wanted
£113 for every entry so if someone raises
the very reasonable sum of £200 in
sponsorship, over half of it goes to the
race organisers (Nova International). My
personal thoughts are not printable,
especially when you consider that 55,000
people paid to run this year. Someone,
somewhere is making an awful lot of
money out of charities and it certainly isn’t
us! That’s my rant bit over. Everyone who
ran for us will get a signed certificate and
a letter of thanks, both showing the
amount raised. If you sponsored
someone, ask to have a look at their

certificate - I’m sure they will be proud to
show it to you. If anyone who ran would
like a copy certificate for a workplace
notice board for instance, please email
me. Well done everyone who ran for us
and everyone who supported them - it’s
time to return your sponsorship forms and
pay in the sponsorship money please.
The Autumn Fair this year was a great
success and as can be seen from the
balance sheet, very profitable. If you
would like a stall next year, now is a good
time to think about it as there are bargains
to be had in the sales and maybe even
some unwanted gifts to be re-homed after
Christmas. Anyone can have a stall to
raise funds but we can’t have anything
electrical or grubby - it is in a hospital after
all.
Some of you may have noticed our new
laminated notice boards at various
locations. These were bought by
supporters and provide essential advice
and information for liver patients, their
carers and families. If you see the boards
being used for anything other than
LIVErNORTH or Organ Donor leaflets
then please remove the offending articles.
Other charities have been known to put
things on our boards - using our notice
boards for their leaflets could be seen as
an endorsement so please remove them.
Don’t forget:
Carol Service 29th November (p 6).
Christmas Dinner 9th December (p 35).
Join our 2016 Numbers Club (p 32).
Finally, Merry Christmas to everyone.
Best wishes, John
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GENERAL MEETINGS (BRIEFINGS) are on
Monday evenings and are held in the
Postgraduate Medical Centre on level 1 at the
Freeman Hospital (follow the signs).
You can park free as a volunteer in the Multi
Storey Car Park levels 0, 1 or 2 but you must give your car registration number to a
LIVErNORTH governor during the meeting.

Diary Dates

29 Nov
9
Dec

2.30
6.30 for 7pm

2016
7th March
25th April
6th June
18th July
5th September
17th September
17th October

Carol Service, Freeman Hospital Chapel
LIVErNORTH Christmas Dinner,
Freeman Dining Room (BOOK NOW!)

6.30 for 7.00 p.m.
6.30 for 7.00 p.m.
6.30 for 7.00 p.m.
6.30 for 7.00 p.m.
6.30 for 7.00 p.m.
Saturday 1.00 p.m.
6.30 for 7.00 p.m.

Prof Julia Newton - ‘Fatigue’
Dr Mark Hudson - provisional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

NOTE: NUTH NHS clinical staff are able to claim 2 CPD points for each
appropriate LIVErNORTH general meeting attended.
PBC LUNCHTIME MEETINGS
On hold for now - if you are on our email list, we will update you by email
otherwise, printed details will be shown here when available.
An interesting view of Durham Cathedral - not seen by many unless you are ﬁt
enough to climb to the top of the tower. This photograph was taken by Billy
Atkinson and is one of
many of his brilliant
pictures posted on the
facebook page ‘Wildlife
& Places of Interest in
Chester le Street &
Durham Areas.’
It’s free to join and full of
interesting pictures and
postings from local
people. Anyone can join
and new members are
encouraged to share
their pictures and
experiences of the area.
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Recent Events
This photograph of our chairman, John
Bedlington presenting Professor Derek
Manas, Director of the Institute of
Transplantation, with a LIVErNORTH
pen, was taken following a fascinating talk
on Transplantation. Professor Manas
explained the difcult decisions the
medical team must make when an organ
becomes available for transplant. Although the media often report on the number
of people on transplant waiting lists and the anxieties potential recipients
experience both during their time on the list and when the call is received, little is
said about the decisions faced by the medical professionals. Every patient requiring
an organ transplant must undergo an assessment to ensure that they are t enough
to have the surgery as well as having all the pros and cons explained to them.
Recently Channel 5 broadcast three programmes which were lmed at the Institute
of Transplantation at the Freeman Hospital. It was made clear that when a patient
receives the often long awaited call to tell them that an organ has become available,
there is no guarantee that their transplant will take place. What wasn’t made clear
was the process undertaken to ensure that the right organ is given to the right
person. Time is not a luxury that is available to the people who have to decide who
is the right patient: the need of the
patient, the benet to the patient and the
optimum outcome for the patient all
must be carefully and promptly
considered. These conditions i.e. need,
benet and outcome are not exclusive of
one another and the life changing
operation can only go ahead once the
professionals are sure that all the criteria
are fullled - there is no doubt that
literally having to decide on someone’s
future has got to be an immense and
daunting experience. The responsibilities
faced by people like Professor Manas are
not only signicant for their patients but
also for the family and friends of the
organ donor, without whom no
transplant would be possible.
Joan Bedlington
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Where Your Money Goes
Here at LIVErNORTH we do our best to ensure that every penny given to us is
used for the support of liver patients, their carers, families or to fund research.
Being run entirely by unpaid volunteers, we have NO paid employees whatsoever
and no-one receives commission or payment for anything they do for us. This
includes all our senior consultants, lecturers, scientist and our Patron, Denise
Robertson. We all take our responsibilities very seriously and every application for
funding is considered very carefully. If it is a clinical or surgical proposal, it is rst
considered by our Medical Advisors (a team of senior surgeons, clinicians and
scientists from the region) who give us a ruling on whether or not they feel the
research could be worthwhile and of benet to liver patients. The second stage is
approval by our governors who check for value for money, whether or not the
research is in accordance with our objectives and whether or not we have the
funding required at our disposal. If both stages are passed, approval is usually
given with certain conditions imposed. We may ask for a brieng for the newsletter,
a brieng at one of our meetings or/and an interim update on progress. We always
insist of full credit being given to LIVErNORTH for providing the funding in any
published papers. No funding will be provided if the proposal is not approved by
the appropriate ethics committee.

Following an extended examination of the pros and cons, we have agreed to
provide a ‘pump priming’ grant of £10,000 to Dr James Prentis et al for a
study called Development and feasibility testing of a behavioural
intervention targeting multiple lifestyle behaviours to improve longer term
outcomes following liver transplantation.
Here’s some background.
Liver transplantation is the most effective treatment for decompensated
chronic liver disease and is associated with improvements in life expectancy
and quality of life. Recent advances in immunosuppressive therapy; greater
surgical and anaesthetic expertise and optimised risk assessment
procedures have shown to be associated with improvements in 90 day, 1
and 5 year survival. However, non-liver causes of death are on the increase
with malignancy (22%), cardiovascular disease (11%), infection (9%) and
renal failure (6%) becoming leading causes of death at one year.
It is well recognised that liver transplantation is associated with the onset of
a number of conditions that increase risk of early mortality, including new
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onset diabetes, hypertension and dyslipidaemia. These conditions have the
potential to be prevented or improved by behavioural intervention targeting
health and lifestyle behaviours including physical activity, diet, smoking and
medication adherence. Lifestyle factors are central to both survival on the
waiting list and long-term post transplant survival. Therefore it is important
to support patients to make positive and sustainable lifestyle behaviour
changes. However, this represents a complex medical challenge because
rarely are clinical teams trained to target lifestyle behaviour change in a
meaningful/personalised way
AIM
The aim is to develop a behavioural intervention that can be used by all
medical personnel involved in the care of patients being assessed for
transplantation and post transplantation to improve long-term outcomes.
The intervention will be co-developed by clinicians and patients to ensure it
is t for purpose. Healthcare professionals will be trained to target a range
of health and lifestyle behaviours using evidence-based behavioural
strategies. It is hoped this will lead to improvements in long-term survival
by reducing modiable risk factors for mortality.
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
1)
A qualitative study with clinicians and patients to facilitate
intervention development.
2)
A feasibility study of the intervention in routine practice.
Setting
The setting for the feasibility study will be a single centre (Freeman
Hospital) either during the in-patient liver transplant assessment process or
at the dedicated annual review clinic either pre or post transplantation.
We have video recorded healthcare professionals during consultations to
observe which lifestyle behaviours are being targeted and whether patients
are being supported to make lifestyle changes. The results indicated that
there are many ways in which this process can be improved. Evidence-based
behavioural intervention materials could help add structure and provide
patients and professionals with a record of lifestyle behaviours discussed,
planned changes and progress towards specic goals.
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Previous work
A recent NHS England publication has shown that the Freeman Hospital’s
5-year survival rate after liver transplantation is below average. We know
from our own work that there are high rates of risk factors in our
population of patients (see slide 1).

Who are we transplanting at
the Newcastle Centre?
Highest BMI 30 (national average 27)
Oldest 58 (national average 55)
Alcohol 38% (23% nationally)
Metabolic 13% (8% nationally)
slide 1

Please note - once gures are adjusted to take account of these risk factors,
Newcastle is one of the best performing UK centres for liver
transplantation (assessed 2011 to 2014).
Outcomes
The outcome from the study is to see whether the intervention we develop
is usable and helpful for patients and staff. This initial project will not look
at whether we improve risk factors but we will collect this data.
Future work
If the behavioural intervention we develop is acceptable to both
professionals and patients and they report wanting to use it in practice, we
will apply for further funding from large research councils. This will be to
assess, on a larger scale, whether it improves risk factors.
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Junior Doctors on strike? - some questions answered:
Aren't doctors pretty well paid?
By most standards, yes. Basic salaries for consultants are between about £75,000 and
£100,000 a year, while GPs who run their own practices secured a generous new contract
back in 2004 that saw average pay shoot up past the £100,000 barrier. Even though rising
practice costs have seen it fall since then, they still earn a lot more than most French or
German GPs. (Meanwhile, the average income for salaried GPs, the ones employed by
practices, in England was £54,600 in 2013/14.) For junior doctors, however, the pay - a
basic rate starting at about £23,000 and rising to a maximum of £47,175 for a doctor in
specialist training - is less attractive: lawyers typically start on around £40,000. Plus, junior
doctors face many expenses (higher student loan repayments, professional and exam fees)
that their counterparts in other professions do not.
And who are these junior doctors?
Often called the "workhorses" of the NHS, they are the ones you are likely to see if you visit
hospital at night or at weekends, or if you go to A&E; the ones who diagnose you and patch
you up. They do operations, decide what to do if a pregnancy is in difculty, and so on. You
become a junior doctor when, having completed ve years at medical school, you embark
on a two-year foundation course involving placements of various kinds. After that, you must
decide whether to enter a specialist area - surgery, say, or psychiatry - or train as a GP. It
takes three to eight years (depending on the specialism) to complete that training - longer if
you take time out to do research, have a baby, or work part-time. Hence, many doctors
remain "junior" until well into their 30s.
So what's not for doctors to like?
Those who don't have to work unsociable hours - dermatologists, for example - will clearly
be better off. But those who work a lot of evening or weekend hours - in elderly care, A&E,
obstetrics, paediatrics or anaesthetics, for example - could see a signicant fall in earnings
(the BMA suggests by 15% or more in some cases).
Is that why the doctors won't negotiate?
Some say they could lose up to 10% - It's one reason. Another is that they feel the
long hours they put in simply aren't appreciated. A recent NHS staff survey showed more
than 80% of junior doctors do unpaid overtime, most working between ve and 11 extra
hours a week. Yet unlike previous generations, today's junior doctors, when working on call,
have to pay for things such as hospital accommodation and parking. Perhaps more
important still, a junior doctor in previous generations would work in a tight-knit medical unit
- known as a "rm" - led by an individual consultant. This not only provided continuity of
care but gave junior doctors a sense of belonging: feeling themselves to be "true
professionals with an ethic of (moderate) self-sacrice", they put up with the long hours.
Now, they've lost all that: they apply for jobs to a region, not a hospital, and face nomadic
rotations. They have become salaried employees.
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Our 2015 Great North Run in pictures (in no particular order!)
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The 2015 Great North Run - Thank you to everyone who took part
All the money raised goes to support liver patients & their carers or to fund research. Every
donation is acknowledged with an ofcial letter and a signed certicate to show to sponsors.
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World Transplant Games 2015:
The municipal athletics stadium in Mar del
Plata, Argentina, is adjacent to Estadio
José María Minella, which was built for
the 1978 football World Cup. An
occasional roar drifts over from the
Primera División match between Aldovisi
and San Martín as I prepare to toe the
start line of the 800 metres, my
adreneline owing. I notice a camera
point towards me as I wait alongside Sweden's Lars Santesson in lane 6. Race
favourite Pablo Grunewald, from the host country, lines up in lane 2, having won
his 400m event the previous day.
Friends back home are watching a live video feed streaming on the Internet. Can I
add to the three gold medals I have already won in this, my rst World Transplant
Games?
Pablo leads as the stagger unwinds off the rst bend, but I catch him as we
approach the home straight for the rst time. Knowing of his superior 400m
speed, I decide to pass him and try to build a lead, spurred on by much vocal
encouragement from the British squad as we approach the bell. The Argentinian
support is in good voice around the next bend, and Pablo continues to keep with
me as I lead into the wind on the back straight. Perhaps inevitably, as my muscles
start to burn on the nal bend, he overtakes me. Whilst I work hard to try and stay
in touch, there is no way back and I have to settle for silver.
Of course, the World Transplant Games is not all about winning medals. It is an
opportunity to be inspired by the moving stories of the competitors from around
the world. It is a chance to raise awareness of organ donation, and to highlight the
amazing life-transforming gift we have
been given by our donors; following my
5km victory, I was interviewed as part of
a documentary being produced for
incucai, the Argentinian ministry of
health.
Even so, I will still be working on my
speed over the next two years, just
hoping that I might win an 800m gold
medal in Malaga in 2017. And if I don't,
then I'll still be eternally grateful that I
have been given the chance to strive for
such goals as part of a healthy future.
John Moore
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The accounts shown on these pages represent a true picture of the charity’s
income and expenditure (subject to independent check). Thank you everyone
for your continued support without which we would not be able to fund the kind
of exciting and important research that we do. There are no salaries or wages
listed here because we are run entirely by unpaid volunteers. If you want to see
how much other charities pay their staﬀ (with your money) you can make a
‘Freedom of Information Act’ request.
Here’s where you can ﬁnd out how: https://www.gov.uk/.
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LIVErNORTH Autumn Fair 2015
Income

Jewellery
Tombola
Toiletries
Crafts
Toys & Games
Rafe/Name the Cats
Bits & Bobs
Misc
Name the Bear
Cakes
Refreshments
Bric-a-Brac
Garden Produce
Pens, Badges etc.
Poppies by Kate
Dorothy’s Marmalade

Expenditure

£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£

39.29
252.00
171.80
442.35
98.85
37.20
63.20
110.62
24.10
115.94
160.53
69.05
45.30
45.00
16.00
45.00

Total Stalls

Charity Draw
Charity Draw Donations
Donations

Gross Income

Balance

£

1736.23

£
£
£

3285.00
1204.58
110.00

£

6335.81

£

6335.81

Charity Draw Tickets
Prizes

£
£

126.23
500.00

Total Expenditure

£

626.23

Net Prot

£

5709.58

£

6335.81

Another brilliant Autumn Fair on 19th December - pictured below are our
wonderful volunteers preparing for the hectic day ahead. Once again our lovely
Patron Denise Robertson opened the Fair for us - pictures overleaf.
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Thank you everyone for taking part in this year’s Autumn Fair: volunteers,
helpers and visitors - most of these pictures were taken in the morning
during the setting up stage so not everyone who helped is pictured. That
doesn’t mean we didn’t appreciate your help - we most certainly did!
Please think about having a stall next year, helping on a stall or selling rafe
tickets. Over £5,700 was raised this year and that money will go a long way
to help fund important research or provide vital information for liver
patients, their carers or families.
None of the money raised goes to pay wages - we are run entirely by
unpaid volunteers and every penny you help us raise goes to the charity.
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LIVErNORTH Charity Night Sat 17th October 2015
I decided to organise a charity night for LIVErNORTH following my
mother’s (Dorothy Lane) liver transplant last year in August.
You never quite realise how poorly she actually was, you know she was
taking loads and loads of tablets and she was tired most days but I think
sometimes I put that down to age.
Following that transplant the changes were unbelievable and now she’s the
picture of health.
A few weeks ago Mam told me that LIVErNORTH paid for part of her
surgeon’s training, which was even more of an incentive to raise money for
the charity.
I’m hoping to make the charity night a yearly event. I’m looking for a bigger
venue.
Please nd below basic accounts for the charity night.
Eileen Middleton
Income
Tickets Sales
Rafe
Donations
Pens
Books
Total Income

£ 800.00
£ 477.00
£
90.00
£ 150.00
£
8.00
£ 1525.00

Expenditure
Band
Pies
Club Hire
Total Expenses

£
£
£
£

Prot

£ 1125.00

250.00
105.00
45.00
400.00

Every penny given to LIVErNORTH is used for the support of liver patients, their
carers and families or to pay for research, equipment or facilities.
We are run entirely by unpaid volunteers
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Mums The Word
Mums are not Gods they’re human beings
They wash your socks and iron your jeans
Do the dishes all the shopping
Sweep the oors do all the mopping
House work, now there’s a word
Some of you have never heard,
So, take care of your mum
She’s your best friend a bob or two she’s willing to lend
Give her a hug some appreciation
Cause its mums like us who are your salvation
A Naisbett

Love and War
Oh my darling why have they sent you to ght in this sinful war
I’ve known you since you were four
Teenage sweethearts in our later years
But all I can do is cry my tears
Thinking of you and I then
All those brave and wonderful men
Risking their lives for everyone
Please let there be peace
We want you home,
But how many of you will perish?
The men we love and cherish
How can these ofcers in command
Send you to the land of the damned
Trenches full of the dead and living,
Side by side there’s no forgiving
There are no winners in this crime to Humanity
Body and minds are broken indenitely
When it’s ended stories some will tell
But we’ll never know their true hell.
A Naisbett
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Tilly Tattle
Since the last issue of LIVErNEWS, Tilly
has had her surgery for ovarian cancer
and has been recovering in the Freeman
Hospital. Although progress has been
slow, Tilly was taken to her daughter
Fiona’s house recently for a home
assessment. Such is Tilly’s spirit and
determination, the visit went well and
the good news is that she expecting to
be discharged in the near future. This
will be an exceptionally happy time for

Tilly and her family; of course she will
need to take time to relax, recover her
strength and allow others to help her in
the same way that she has helped and
supported so many people in the past.
Please do not hesitate to contact me if
you would like an update on Tilly’s
progress. I know everyone will join me
in wishing Tilly well.
Joan Bedlington
0191 370 2961
info@livernorth.org.uk

You may have seen these folk in the local press? We had two ‘families’ running this
Great North Run year and this family asked us to go and collect a cheque from
them on 6th November. A recent Shields Gazette article said:
Kyle Gray’s life has been saved three times by strangers after he caught a
deadly virus from splashing in a puddle as a child.
Now his dad Kenny Gray wants to show his gratitude by completing this
Sunday’s Great North Run and raising as much cash as he can for charity.
Kyle was just three when he contracted hepatitis from the water which
damaged his liver so badly he needed a transplant.
The ﬁrst didn’t take, and 10 days later he needed another, which lasted him
until last September when he became sick and needed a third donor organ.
Kenny, 49, from Cleadon Park, South Shields, said: “We are beyond grateful to
the three families who have donated organs to keep Kyle alive.”
Kenny (right) ran alongside his sister
Amanda Forrest (left) , 46 and his
nephew Anthony Gray (centre), 27
who collectively raised the fantastic
sum of £1195.
Pictured far left with the family
receiving the cheque from Kyle is
LIVErNORTH governor Yvonne Gray
(not related!). More pics on our
GNR pages.
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Dear Joan & John,
Just a little note to say ‘Thank You’ for forwarding on to
me my prize in your Charity Draw and many thanks to
Fiona Hale and Tom Wakeford, who donated it. It was a wonderful surprise and I
know I will enjoy walking around the John Lewis store and spending it.
I would like you to share a little of it with me so enclosed is a donation to
LIVErNORTH.
With best wishes
AG County Durham

Thank you so much for the DVD. It's amazingly helpful. Like the cliché of someone
who turned the light on!!!! I don't think there is much I don't know. The doctor and
the patients were very informative and also so calming and reassuring. Thank you
so much.
Regards MK Ireland.

Thank you so much for your letter informing me I had won a Barbour
jacket in your charity draw, which was a lovely surprise when I
returned from holiday.
Thanks again and with all good wishes to all
at LIVErNORTH
Kind regards, KB

INSURANCE
I wanted to mention that I travelled to the USA in November 2014 and South
Africa in May 2015 and both times I got travel insurance through Stay Sure
http://www.staysure.co.uk/
It is travel insurance for the over 50s (I am 46) and both times I chose to exclude
my liver condition. The insurance was between £60 and £70 each time. Hopefully
this information will be useful to others.
Regards
MGC
Newcastle
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Dear LIVErNORTH
Just a big thank you for your generosity in allowing us to run for LIVErNORTH , it
was a remarkable and very moving experience. It never ceases to amaze me how
people are willing to work so hard for good causes and seeing people running with
severe challenges themselves is inspirational. My son managed to set up a
computer page as you advised and we are collecting all of our money there . We
will send it as soon as it is all in.
Thanks also to my sister for pointing us in your direction in the rst place.
I am sorry I don't visit the tent but it is all I can do to get back to the car,
Thanks again,
C&JM
Dear Joan & John,
We enclose a cheque for the annual charity draw tickets and have included a
donation towards the LIVErNORTH funds. We were very pleased that we managed
to come over to the May meeting which we found very interesting and informative
particularly as the presentation covered A.I.H. and gave us the opportunity of
discussing this with the speakers, which we found very helpful.
We were very sorry to hear of Tilly’s illness and would like you to pass on to her
our good wishes for her recovery.
Kind regards to everyone.
J&SR
Cumbria
High Force in Teesdale - photo courtesy of Billy Atkinson
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In Memoriam
Our sincere condolences go to the
family of Betty Norman who sadly died
on 28th October 2015. Betty was the
beloved wife of Kevin and the much
loved mother of Deborah, Michael,
Stephanie and the late Marie, she was
also a strong supporter of LIVErNORTH
having spent time as a governor of our
charity. Betty’s courage and
determination to overcome the
adversities she had to face made her very
special and inspirational to many people
at LIVErNORTH. Following her
transplant in September 2000, Betty trained for the Great North Run and
the Transplant Games, where in 2003 she excelled, winning gold in the 100
metre sprint, silver in the 3km walk, 50 metre front crawl and 100 metre
breaststroke and bronze in the 50 metre breaststroke. People like Betty are
rare; her capacity to offer friendship and support to others appeared to
have no limits and she will be missed by all those who were fortunate
enough to have known her.
Our thoughts and prayers are with Kevin, Deborah, Michael and Stephanie
together with all Betty’s family and friends.
Betty working on the Grand Tombola at our 2007 Autumn Fair - a job she did at many Fairs over the years.
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St. John's Hospital, Bruge, Belgium
(Part 2)
The hospital pharmacy
It seems unlikely that St. John's Hospital
had a hospital pharmacy before the
seventeenth century. Although this
cannot be proved, the assumption is
that a hospital friar or nun was
appointed at the time and that this
individual was in charge of the
medicines and distributed them to the
patients. The presence of an herb
garden near a convent or hospital is
obvious. The hospital pharmacy
(pictured right) was founded in 1645.
From 1655 only nuns were responsible
for it. The pharmacy remained in
operation until 1971.
The pharmacy of St. John's Hospital and
the nuns-pharmacists did not seem to
be subjected to the pharmacy town
regulations. An apprenticeship, the
qualifying test and adherence to a
pharmacopeia are not mentioned
anywhere. Perhaps this was because the
preparations were only intended for the
hospital's own patients and probably
also for those of other urban
institutions.
The medical treatment
Blood was the place where all four
humours or bodily uids were present.
The general medical therapy for
eliminating bad humors consisted of
bloodletting, purging, enemas and
baths. From the sixteenth century
onwards physicians gradually
abandoned the practice of therapeutical
baths. Stimulating sweat was done with

the same purpose in mind, which is why
bloodletting by barbers also was a
popular practice. It preserved health
and was considered a cure for many
diseases. Physicians prescribed all kinds
of complex medicines, concocted of
herbs, minerals and animal extracts.
Surgeons attached less importance to
the doctrine of humours than
physicians. The wars allowed them to
optimise medical and surgical
interventions. They tended to wounds,
removed bullets, stopped severe
bleeding with stiptica (such as boiled
resina - the resins of plants and trees
with astringent properties - or protein
or alum) or used hot irons, amputated
limbs, manipulated joints and fractures
and removed bladder stones. More
invasive surgery was exceptional, apart
from stone cutting and the treatment of
inguinal hernias.
Ambroise Paré (1510-1590) soon
found that patients recovered much
faster if their wounds were bound. He
developed a wide range of instruments,
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leading to a major step forward in
surgery in general. In the seventeenth
century German surgeons such as
Johannes Scultetus (1595-1645) wrote
Latin and Flemish publications on
surgical instruments. The operations of
internal organs were avoided because
they were considered too great a risk.
General anaesthesia or adequate
analgesics did not exist at the time. Nor
did the medical profession know how to
combat infections.
During the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries the surgeons did not yet have
operating rooms. Civilians were
operated at home or on the ward of St.
John's Hospital. In 1760 the Empress
Maria Theresa established a medical
college to keep intact the dignity of
physicians and surgeons. In
consequence of the French Revolution,
the Bruges school of midwives and the
surgeons' school, which had been
founded in 1782 by the medical
college, were abolished.
Barbers
Barbers entered the eld of surgery as a
logical consequence of their shaving
activities. They frequently had to deal
with wounds and abscesses and their
treatments in their profession and the
fact that they had a scalpel for
bloodlettings meant that one thing led
to another.
In the cities the barbers united in a
trade. Bruges already had its own
barbers' trade in the thirteenth century.
Before barbers entered the profession
they often apprenticed with a master.

Often the profession of barber was
handed down from father to son. An
exceptional document on the training of
barbers has been preserved in the town
archives of Bruges. It is entitled De
Keure van het ambacht van de
baardmakers (the Charter of the
Barbers' Profession) and was written
between 1507 and 1607. It sets out
the conditions for entering or leaving
the profession, the duration of the
apprenticeship and the exercise of the
approved tasks.
Often a barber's shop had two
compartments, which were separated
from each other with a wooden panel.
In the rst compartment the barber cut
hair and shaved beards. In the second
compartment abscesses were incised,
wounds seen too and bloodlettings
carried out.
Many surgeons were also barbers in the
seventeenth century. It's obvious they
also served two types of customers.
The medical diagnosis
Only the physician was allowed to make
a diagnosis, and this practice continued
well into the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries. The means for establishing a
diagnosis were rather scarce for quite a
long time. The physician used three
traditional methods, which had been in
vogue since Hippocrates (c. 460 - c.
371 BC) and which were mainly based
on sensory perception.
He examined the patient and evaluated
his body temperature by palpating the
skin with his hand and searching for
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abnormal warmth. He would take the
patient's pulse and examine his or her
urine. Based on the characteristics of
the urine, such as the colour and the
sediment, he would establish a
diagnosis and come to a prognosis. The
physician determined the nature of the
disruption of the bodily uids and then
set about restoring the balance.
Thanks to Andreas Vesalius (15141564), anatomical knowledge advanced
with signicant strides. And yet the
concepts of the functional anatomy of
the internal organs continued to be
vague and rooted in concepts of ancient
times well into the sixteenth century. In
the seventeenth century the study of
this eld of medicine increased.
Midwives
Since the Middle Ages childbirth was a
woman's prerogative. Some women
developed a skill that was widely
appreciated and they were called vroede
vrouwen or wise, experienced women.
Other names included matrons or
umbilical cord cutters. These women
were reputable. In fact genteel families
even considered it an honour to have a
midwife in their family. Usually midwives
were solely responsible for assisting
women during childbirth, an event
which primarily took place in the home.
Midwives were assisted by the
achterware, a local woman who would
help the new mother take care of the
baby and assist her with her household
chores during the weeks after she gave
birth.
Physicians only had a rudimentary

theoretical knowledge of obstetrics.
When instrumental interventions were
required, such as the use of the forceps
or irons from the seventeenth century
onwards, the obstetrician was called in.
He was a specially trained surgeon,
often appointed by the town council.
In rural areas especially, the training of
midwives left much to be desired, which
naturally also contributed to the high
infant and maternal mortality gures.
From 1551 midwives in Bruges were
forced to take an oath. One of the rst
surgeons who realised that
professional training was essential was
the Bruges city surgeon, Cornelis
Kelderman (1632-1711). He recorded
his recommendations in Onder-wys
voor alle Vroedvrouwen (Instructions
for all midwives) in 1697. In Bruges a
municipal examination commission for
midwives was only established in 1697.
From the early nineteenth century four
adjoining houses, at Mariastraat, were
used by St. John's Hospital as a
maternity ward.
That’s it for this article on St. John’s
Hospital in Bruge - it really is worth a visit
if you are in the city and it gives an insight
into how hospitals, physicians, surgeons
and midwives became what they are
today. If you liked this article, please let us
know and we’ll try and ﬁnd some similar
pieces for you.
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 2015 Numbers Club Results 
7 prizes of £250 drawn at LIVERNORTH meetings and a
Grand Prize of £2500 drawn at our Christmas Dinner!

1
11
21
31
41
51
61
71
81
91
101
111
121
131
141
151
161
171
181
191

2
12
22
32
42
52
62
72
82
92
102
112
122
132
142
152
162
172
182
192

3
13
23
33
43
53
63
73
83
93
103
113
123
133
143
153
163
173
183
193

4
14
24
34
44
54
64
74
84
94
104
114
124
134
144
154
164
174
184
194

5
15
25
35
45
55
65
75
85
95
105
115
125
135
145
155
165
175
185
195

6
7
16 17
26 27
36 37
46 47
56 57
66 67
76 77
86 87
96 97
106 107
116 117
126 127
136 137
146 147
156 157
166 167
176 177
186 187
196

8
18
28
38
48
58
68
78
88
98
108
118
128
138
148
158
168
178
188

9
19
29
39
49
59
69
79
89
99
109
119
129
139
149
159
169
179
189

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190

Congratulations to these 2015 prize winners:
Mrs I Kell of Carrville won £250 with no 48 drawn on 9th March.
Mrs M Williams of Ryton won £250 with no 27 drawn on11th May.
Mrs L Muir of Tow Law won £250 with no 42 drawn on 20th July.
Mrs J Duckett of Fenham won £250 with no 66 drawn on 20th July.
Mrs J Diamond of Great Lumley won £250 with no 101 drawn on 7th September.
Mr J Bedlington (yes Me!) of Beamish won £250 with no 91 drawn on 26th October.

YOU CAN JOIN THE NUMBERS CLUB AT ANY TIME: FORM HERE - >
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LIVErNORTH Numbers Club Standing Order Mandate
Please detach & return to LIVErNORTH - DO NOT SEND TO YOUR BANK
Your Bank Details:
To the Manager,
BANK NAME
&
Bank Address

............................................................................................
............................................................................................
............................................................................................
................................................ Post Code.............................

ACCOUNT
NAME

............................................................................................

ACCOUNT No. ..................................... SORT CODE....................................
Your own Details:
Your Name
&
Your Address

............................................................................................
............................................................................................
............................................................................................
................................................. Post Code...........................

Instructions to Your Bank:
Please Pay

LIVErNORTH
NatWest Bank
2 Tavern Street
Ipswich
Suffolk IP1 3BD

Account No. 71298290

Branch Sort Code: 53-61-24

£ 13.00 payable on 1st January 2016, then £13 per quarter payable on 1st April ,1st
July, 1st October and 1st January each year, until further notice in writing.

Signature.................................................................

Date:.........................
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Every penny given to LIVErNORTH is used for the support of liver patients, their
carers and families or to pay for research, equipment or facilities.
We are run entirely by unpaid volunteers
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LIVErNORTH Research Register
Name:
Address:

Telephone:

Mobile:

email address:
Preferred method of contact: Email

G Telephone G

Do you suffer from liver disease?: YES G

Mobile

G Mail G

NO G (please tick one box)

Are you interested in hearing about research into any of the following?
(Please tick all boxes that apply)
Hepatitis A

G

Hepatitis B

G

Hepatitis C

G

Autoimmune Hepatitis

G

Non Alcoholic Fatty Liver
Disease

G

Primary Biliary Cirrhosis

G

Primary Sclerosing Cholangitis

G

Alcoholic Liver Disease

G

Liver Cancer

G

Cirrhosis of the Liver

G

Hepatic Encephalopathy

G

Other (please specify)

G

.............................................
I am interested in being involved in liver disease research and consent to being
contacted by LIVErNORTH for this purpose.
Signed...........................................................

Date.................................

Please return completed form to:
Joan Bedlington, FREEPOST PLUS RTHL-UHKL-JKCR, LIVErNORTH DH9 0BR
(no postage stamp required)
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LiverNorth Christmas Dinner
On Wednesday 9th December 2015
at 6.30 for 7.00 p.m.
in the Restaurant,
Freeman Hospital, High Heaton NE7 7DN
The Freeman Catering Department provides us with an excellent meal at a very
reasonable cost. There will be a free raffle, a prize quiz and a Christmas
tombola.
If you would like to attend the Christmas Dinner please complete the booking
form below and return it to me with your payment. Numbers are strictly limited
and on a first come, first served basis.
Joan Bedlington, FREEPOST PLUS RTHL-UHKL-JKCR, LIVErNORTH DH9 0BR

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



I would like to reserve
places at a cost of £14.00 per person.
I enclose my cheque/postal order payable to LIVErNORTH for £_________
On arrival:

Non-alcoholic punch.

Please enter below the number of each choice for yourself and your guests:
Starter choice:

Main choice:

Dessert choice:

 Vegetable broth

 Melon with port and ginger

 Traditional Turkey with chipolata, bacon and stuffing
 Vegetarian
 Christmas Pudding

 Mixed Berry Pavlova

Cheese Board, Coffee and Hot Mince Pies
We cannot guarantee seating arrangements, but if you wish to indicate people
with whom you would like to share a table we will do our best!
I would like to be seated near _______________________________________
Your Name _____________________________________________________
Your Address ____________________________________________________
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CHRISTMAS ANAGRAMS
More frustrating conundrums from Jean Ramsay.
Well known Christmas phrases this time - enjoy!

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Congress liar (5,7)
Can assault (5,5)
Refreshed erudite Londoner (6,3,3,4,8)
Drastic charms (9,4)
In the glints (6,5)
Enjoy mad sharp (4,3,6)
Unready cabs (6,5)
Gap pawn ripper (8,5)
I'm a poet madman (9,4)
Smart heretics (9,4)
Oﬀ the sane pest (5,2,7)
In action slash (5,8)
Vicars themes (9,3)
Honesty warms font (6,3,7)
Tiny pay vital (8,4)
Streaky rout (5,6)
Muddling pup (4,7)
Be the helm (9)
Inner world wanted (6,10)
Scream with this (5,9)

Some Christmas Trivia:










ROBINS on cards were a joke 150 years ago when postmen wore red tunics and
were named after them.
ALTHOUGH now mostly vegetarian, in Victorian times, mince pies were made with
beef and spices.
THE tradition of putting tangerines in stockings comes from 12th-century French
nuns who left socks full of fruit, nuts and tangerines at the houses of the poor.
DESPITE the tale of three wise men paying homage to baby Jesus, the Bible never
gives a number. Matthew's Gospel refers to merely "wise men".
CAROLS began as an old English custom called wassailing, toasting neighbours to
a long life.
HANGING stockings out comes from the Dutch custom of leaving shoes packed
with food for St Nicholas's donkeys. He would leave small gifts in return.
THERE is no reference to angels singing anywhere in the Bible.
THE abbreviation Xmas isn't irreligious. The letter X is a Greek abbreviation for
Christ.
THE chances of a white Christmas are just 1 in 10 for England and Wales, and 1 in
6 for Scotland and Northern Ireland.
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Are You A Patient Patient?
Whether sitting in a waiting room of a GP’s surgery, an outpatient’s clinic or any
NHS establishment, most you will have heard people complaining about the length
of time they have been kept waiting. Do you think these people have ever thought
about the reasons behind such delays?
There will be many reasons why clinics or surgeries run late, not least of which is
the unpredictable nature of dealing with patients and their varied conditions. It is
impossible to forecast exactly how long a consultation is likely to take, despite
some patients being well known to the medical professional they are seeing. Here
are some potential scenarios which might explain delays due to unforeseen
circumstances:
•
•
•
•
•
•

the patient becomes distressed following a diagnosis
the diagnosis is complex and requires considerable explanation
the patient needs to ask questions which only the medical professional can
answer
the patient’s symptoms or circumstances have changed and therefore further
details need to be recorded on the records
the medical professional may have been called away to an emergency
elsewhere in the hospital
there might be staff shortages due to ill health or other personal circumstances.

The list could go on, however, there are enough examples to highlight the problems
which cause delays. If you found yourself in any of these situations would you
expect the consultation to be cut short because the time allocated for an individual
appointment had expired? It is likely that very few people would welcome being
told that the consultation had to end before the medical professional had heard
everything the patient needed to say and responded accordingly.
There are some simple steps that can be taken by patients to maximise the time
spent in a consultation:
•

•
•
•

have all your personal details with you e.g. mobile telephone number, a
relatives contact details both of which can be used if contact with you is
required urgently
make a note of all of your symptoms, when they started or if they have changed
make a list of your medical history giving details of major illnesses and
operations giving the dates of when they occurred
take all your current medications with you or a list showing the name and
dosage
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(the tear-off copy of repeat prescriptions are useful)
• be sure to mention any allergies you have
• list any questions you have
• have a look at the LIVErNORTH leaet ‘You and Your Consultant’ which is
available from any LIVErNORTH noticeboard (Freeman Hospital, Queen Elizabeth
Hospital Gateshead, James Cook Hospital Middlesbrough, North Tees Hospital
Stockton, The Cresta Clinic, Newcastle), online at www.livernorth.org.uk or ring
0191 3702961 to obtain a copy by post.
If you nd yourself waiting a long time for your appointment please take into
consideration that a patient might need to spend more time than they are allocated
and if that is the case, the medical professional is giving the time required to deal
with patient properly - always remember that patient could be you!

Answers to the quiz in issue 51 - another great quiz Jean - thank you!

Questions:

Answers:

WELL KNOWN ACTORS
1. OMIT CURSE
2. A PAL ICON
3. COOL ECO ENERGY
4. GERMAN FOREMAN
5. LESS RELEVANT TO SLY
6. WILL USE CRIB
7. INERT BREEDER
8. COOL RAINDROP IDEA
9. BIG MELONS
10. SCOWL ANTIDOTE

TOM CRUISE
AL PACINO
GEORGE CLOONEY
MORGAN FREEMAN
SYLVESTER STALLONE
BRUCE WILLIS
ROBERT DE NIRO
LEONARDO DE CAPRIO
MEL GIBSON
CLINT EASTWOOD

WELL KNOWN ACTRESSES
1. LENGTHY PART WOW
2. RAINY WONDER
3. WARY UNIVERSE EGO
4. IN FINE TORN JEANS
5. NO ALIENS DARLING
6. REALLY HERB
7. IDOL NICKNAME
8. NO EAGLE IN JAIL
9. TWEAK TINSEL
10. ROBUST JAILER

GWYNETH PALTROW
WINONA RYDER
SIGOURNEY WEAVER
JENNIFER ANISTON
GILLIAN ANDERSON
HALLE BERRY
NICOLE KIDMAN
ANGELINA JOLIE
KATE WINSLET
JULIA ROBERTS

The page has been laid out so that you can use these questions for your own
quiz - just cover up the answers before you copy the page.
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Most of the funnies you see in these pages are
sent from friends and colleagues or a freely
circulating via the internet. I am constantly on the
look out for more material so please send in
anything you have or have heard whilst out and
about. It doesn’t have to be ‘professional’ – your witty observations on life are always welcome. If you
wish I will ensure you are credited with whatever you send me and even if it’s in bad taste - let
me have a look... I might be able to tone it down a bit. If you’re feeling a bit low - read on...
As they say, laughter is the best medicine!

Helens Howlers

18

WARNING - SOME JOKES UNSUITABLE FOR CHILDREN - YOU HAVE BEEN

I walked out to the street and
caught a taxi just going by.
got into the taxi, and the cabbie
said, "Perfect timing. You're just
like Brian!”
Me “Who?"
Cabbie: "Brian Sullivan. He's a guy
who did everything right all the
time. Like my coming along when
you needed a cab, things happen
like that to Brian Sullivan, every
single time."
Me: "There are always a few
clouds over everybody."
Cabbie: "Not Brian Sullivan He
was a terriﬁc athlete. He could
have won the Grand Slam at
tennis. He could golf with the pros.
He sang like an opera baritone
and danced like a Broadway star
and you should have heard him
play the piano. He was an
amazing guy."
Me: "Sounds like he was
something really special."
Cabbie: “There's more. He had a
memory like a computer. He
remembered everybody's birthday.
He knew all about wine, which
foods to order and which fork to
eat them with. He could ﬁx

anything. Not like me. I change a
fuse, and the whole street blacks
out. But Brian Sullivan, he could
do everything right."
Me: "Wow. Some guy then."
Cabbie: "He always knew the
quickest way to go in traﬃc and
avoid traﬃc jams. Not like me, I
always seem to get stuck in them.
But Brian, he never made a
mistake, and he really knew how
to treat a woman and make her
feel good. He would never answer
her back even if she was in the
wrong; and his clothing was
always immaculate, shoes highly
polished too. He was the perfect
man! He never made a mistake.
No one could ever measure up to
Brian Sullivan."
Me: "An amazing fellow How did
you meet him?"
Cabbie: "Well, I never actually met
Brian. He died. I'm married to his
widow.”
A matelot stuck his head into a
barbershop and asked, "How long
before I can get a haircut?" The
barber looked around the shop full
of customers and said, "About 2
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hours." The sailor left. A few days
later, the same matelot stuck his
head in the door and asked, "How
long before I can get a haircut?"
The barber looked around at the
shop and said, "About 3 hours."
The sailor left. A week later, the
same matelot stuck his head in the
shop and asked, "How long before
I can get a haircut?" The barber
looked around the shop and said,
"About an hour and a half." The
sailor left. The barber turned to his
friend and said, "Hey, Bob, do me
a favour, follow him and see where
he goes. He keeps asking how
long he has to wait for a haircut,
but he never comes back." A little
while later, Bob returned to the
shop, laughing hysterically. The
barber asked, "So, where does he
go when he leaves?" Bob looked
up, wiped the tears from his eyes
and said, "Your house!”
My wife says if she catches me on
a porn site again she's going to
bash my head against the
keyboard&@)(;:/4389fghiuyttealpmvg14&@.
A miner stood at the Golden Gate
his head bowed low,
He meekly asked the man of fate
the way that he should go.
"What have you done" St. Peter
said "To gain admission here”
"I merely mined for coal" he said,
"for many a year”
St. Peter opened wide the gate
and softly tolled the bell,
"Come and choose your harp" he
said, you've had your share of

hell.
Family Tree Of Vincent Van Gogh
(”Van Go”)
His dizzy aunt ----------- Verti Gogh
The brother who ate prunes------------------------------------- Gotta Gogh
The brother who worked at a
convenience store ---Stop N Gogh
The grandfather from Yugoslavia ----------------------------------- U Gogh
His magician uncle -------------------------------------- Where-diddy Gogh
His Mexican cousin - A Mee Gogh
The Mexican cousin's American
half-brother ------------- Gring Gogh
The nephew who drove a stage
coach ---------------- Wells-far Gogh
The constipated uncle Can't Gogh
The ballroom dancing aunt -------------------------------------- Tang Gogh
The bird lover uncle Flaming Gogh
An aunt who taught positive
thinking ---------------- Way-to-Gogh
The little bouncy nephew ------------------------------------------ Poe Gogh
A sister who loved disco Go Gogh
And his niece who travels the
country in an RV --------------------------------------------Winnie Bay Gogh
I saw you smiling . . . . there ya
Gogh
Quotes from the Elderly
I don't deserve this award, but
then I have arthritis and I don't
deserve that either. (Jack Benny)
I complain that the years ﬂy past,
but then I look into the mirror and
see that very few of them actually
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got past. (Jack Brault)
The problem with beauty is that it
is like being born rich and getting
poor. (Joan Collins)
You know you are getting old
when you can pinch an inch on
your forehead (John Mendoza)
After thirty a body has a mind of its
own. (Bette Midler)
I was getting dressed when a
peeping tom looked in the
window, took a look and pulled
down the shades. (Joan Rivers)
I don't feel old. In fact, I don't feel
anything until noon. Then it's time
for my nap. (Bob Hope)
As you get older, the pickings get
slimmer, but the people don't
(Carrie Fisher)
I refuse to think of them as chin
hairs. I think of them as stray
eyebrows. (Janette Barber)
As we grow older, our bodies get
shorter and our anecdotes longer.
(Robert Quillers)
Time wounds all heels . (Groucho
Marx)
Wrinkled was not one of the things
I wanted to be when I grew up.
(Robert Frost)
You know you’re old when the
candles cost more than the cake.

You're old when even your
birthday suit needs pressing (Bob
Hope)
Age is all in the mind. The trick is
to stop it creeping down into your
body.(anonymous)
An elderly couple were in church.
Wife turns to husband and says
‘I’ve just done a silent fart, what
should I do?’ Husband says ‘Put
new batteries in your hearing aid’.
Paddy’s wife storms into the
kitchen and says ‘Did you not just
hear me fall all the ways down the
bloody stairs?’ Paddy says nooo sorry, I thought it was the start of
Eastenders’
Here’s a few medical jokes for our
doctor friends - put your patients
at easy with these on-liners:
I wasn't originally going to get a
brain transplant, but then I
changed my mind.
I once heard a joke about
amnesia, but I forgot how it goes.
I tried to look up impotence on the
Internet but nothing came up.
If you lose your hearing, is it ear
replaceable?
Weight loss mantra? Fat chants!
I probably have blind spots, but I
don't see them.
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I felt super exhausted after giving
blood. It's such a draining
procedure.

I didn't have the faintest idea as to
why I passed out.

The painter was hospitalized due
to too many strokes.

So my mate swallowed a
typewriter. Now he's suffering from
irritable vowel syndrome.

I ﬁnally got rid of that nasty
electrical charge I've been
carrying. I'm ex-static!

Why was the broom having a bad
day? He didn't get enough sweep.

He had a diﬃcult time bouncing
back from his bungee cord
accident.

The medical term for owning too
many dogs? A roverdose.

The podiatry book used footnotes
while the proctology book used
endnotes.

When a woman returns new
clothing, that's post traumatic
dress syndrome.

Last week I was diagnosed with
insomnia, and now I'm just so tired
of it.

People have many
misconceptions about pregnancy.

I don't find health-related puns
funny anymore since I started
suffering from an irony deficiency.

The optometrist ran for mayor
because he was a visionary.

The best thing to carry with you
when you start feeling tired is a
knapsack.

My mate swallowed a cordless
vacuum cleaner, they took him to
hospital and he is picking up
nicely.

I was just diagnosed as having a
hernia. My wife and kids are
setting up a truss fund.

Did you hear about the man who
was jabbed in the back with a set
of keys? His back locked up.

Every penny given to LIVErNORTH is used for the support of liver patients, their
carers and families or to pay for research, equipment or facilities.
We are run entirely by unpaid volunteers
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The boy who got electrocuted was
unable to give a statement because
he was still shocked at the incident.
If you think you are a set of curtains,
either see a psychiatrist or pull
yourself together.
A patient came running to my
psychiatry office screaming "I'm a
teepee! I'm a wigwam!" I told him
"Relax, you're two tents".
Don't trust people that do
acupuncture, they're back stabbers.

I've been to the dentist several times
so I know the drill.

Yes - we know you can do better than
this so if you have heard a brilliant
joke, or have some you love to bore
other with then not share them with
us?
We all need a laugh so new
HOWLERS are always welcome please email them to
info@livernorth.org.uk or post them
on twitter/facebook

My desire to be a dermatologist was
only skin deep. I knew I was destined
for osteology. I could feel it in my
bones.
The Buddhist refused pain-killers
during the root canal
because he wanted to
transcend dental
medication.
Yesterday I accidentally
swallowed some food
coloring. The doctor says
I'm OK, but I feel like I've
dyed a little inside.
No one knew she had a
dental implant until it
came out in a
conversation.
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‘PARKING’
TICKETS
just for fun - use with caution
Many three year olds
have trouble staying
within the lines.

THANK YOU
for parking too close to my car

SORRY
but I had to bash your car
a bit to get my door open
Here’s my registration number:
Many thanks,
Perhaps if you practice
colouring this turtle, it
will help with your parking

PARKING WARNING
You have parked very
badly and selshly.
This is simply a paper
warning so that you
will take more care
the next time you park
You can remove this piece
of paper quite easily
(please don’t litter) but you may
ﬁnd removing the six
potatoes I hammered up
into your car exhaust pipe
a little more diﬃcult.

(Doctor on call)

POLITE
NOTICE
THANK YOU FOR
NOTICING
THIS NOTICE.
YOUR NOTICING
OF THIS NOTICE
HAS BEEN NOTICED.
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Insurance Matters
LIVErNORTH now has a leaﬂet on travel insurance for liver patients.
You can ﬁnd it on the website, www.livernorth.org.uk under ‘publications’ or
email us for an electronic version to be sent to you.
You can also write to us and ask for a paper copy to be posted to you:
FREEPOST PLUS RTHL-UHKL-JKCR, LIVErNORTH, DH9 0BR.
members have been able to get reasonably priced holiday cover here:
Able2travel ____________________________________01892 839501
Age UK _______________________________________0800 3984852
AVIVA ________________________________________0800 0513606
Bib Insurance Brokers (www.bibinsurance.co.uk) _______01325 353888
Cigna (was FirstAssist) ___________________________0330 1006402
City Bond______________________________________0845 6180345
Churchills* _____________________________________0800 0326534
CNA (via Brunsdon brokers) _______________________01452 623623
Direct Travel*___________________________________0333 3000029
Freedom^ _____________________________________01223 446914
JLT Insurance __________________________________02476 851000
Leisure Care Insurance ___________________________01702 427161
Marcus Hearn __________________________________0845 3707184
Post Oﬃce ____________________________________0330 1233690
RIAS* ________________________________________0845 0451320
SAGA ________________________________________0800 0159293
Sainsbury’s ____________________________________0330 1007706
Sladdin & Co Ltd. (brokers) ________________________0800 7313989
Tesco Insurance ________________________________0845 3008800
www.miaonline.co.uk (Medical Insurance Association)^ __01268 783383
www.staysure.co.uk (Staysure UK call centre)^ ________0800 0334902
* not TX patients - please check with the others also.
^ speciﬁcally includes cover for declared pre-existing medical conditions.
Please help to keep this page current and useful by letting us know of your own
experiences both good and bad. You can email us at info@livernorth.org.uk or drop us a
line at our FREEPOST address:
IMPORTANT: Some members have told us they are having a problem getting travel
insurance when they tell insurers that they have Primary Biliary Cholagitis. Insurers
report having no knowledge of this condition and have refused insurance to one
member. Please advise your insurance company that this is simply another name for
Primary Biliary Cirrhosis. We have been promised an authoritative letter of explanation
for insurers and will provide you with a copy, on request, when it is available.
UPDATED NOVEMBER 2015 - The latest version of this page is available as a PDF
ﬁle. Email us and ask for a copy: info@livernorth.org.uk
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CONTACT NUMBERS
LIVErNORTH
FREEPOST PLUS RTHL-UHKL-JKCR

LIVErNORTH DH9 0BR
www.livernorth.org.uk
Tel & FAX: 0191 3702961
info@livernorth.org.uk
Addenbrookes Liver
Transplant Association (ALTA)
Davis Hyde, chairman@alta.org.uk
01480 891454
Jennifer Aspland
secretary@alta.org.uk
01353 721168
Gift of Life Derby Liver Support Group
(for transplants and all liver disease)
Contact: Sister Gerri Casey
0133 234 0131 bleep 1926
Haemochromatosis Society
Janet Fernau
Tel: 020 8449 1363
info@haemochromatosis.org.uk
www.haemochromatosis.org.uk
Haemochromatosis West Midlands
Support Group
Kieran Lynch, Coordinator
0121 457 8986
info@HaemochromatosisWM.org.uk
www.HaemochromatosisWM.org.uk
Helping Hands Support Group
(BATH)
Helpline 01225 834966
helpinghandsblt@yahoo.com

Mersey Liver Support Group
0151 2207066/ 2289866
or 01772 496987
leeandalan@aol.com
Norfolk & Norwich Liver
Support Group
Secretary: Marjorie Dingle
01362 695624
marjorie.dingle@hotmail.com
ICP Support (formerly Obstetric
Cholestasis Support Group)
jennychamber@icpsupport
or www.icpsupport.org
Registered Charity No: 1146449
PSC - Support
Martine Walmsley
chair@pscsupport.org.uk
www.pscsupport.org.uk
www.pscnews.co.uk
Somerset Liver Patient
Support Group
David
Tel & FAX 01823 662669
davidjgill2002@yahoo.co.uk
British Liver Trust
Tel: 01425 463080
info@britishlivertrust.org.uk
www.britishlivertrust.org.uk
There is space here for your support
group contact details. Email us for
more information

To receive a regular FREE copy of the LIVErNEWS by post or electronically,
please contact LIVErNORTH (details above). Electronic subscribers receive their
LIVErNEWS by email a few days before the printed version is posted.
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If you are worried about liver disease or would like to
know how to look after your liver, please telephone
one of our helpline numbers below:

JOAN
JULIE
ANN
SUSAN
ALAN
MARGARET

0191 3702961
0191 4873665
0191 4131827
01207 271707
0191 4821802
0191 2622550

for alcoholism ring:

MICHAEL 01228 810598
All of our information leaflets are free to download or
read online at our website: www.livernorth.org.uk
You can get your LIVErNEWS early - get it delivered
electronically simply by emailing us at
info@livernorth.org.uk.
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